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IICP PHASE 9: CONSOLIDATION 
 

 

9 Sha’aban 1431 / 21 July  2010 

 

Assalamualaikum 
 

Allah subhanahu  wa Taala in His infinite mercy tied up science and technology to our 
needs for discharging our duties to Him in the usage of TIME in such a way that it 

helped develop science and technology as an urgent need for the community.  
 

Unity of TIME is so important that Allah uses Time as an element of ‘Oath’ in Surah 
Al-Asr. During the Last Pilgrimage the issue of the correct calendar basis was among 

the important messages delivered. It thus  shows the critical nature of unity of correct 

Time and why we all are devoting our time and energy to try and handle this issue of 

development and re-establishment of correct Islamic calendar on  globalised setting. 

 

Accordingly, our primary focus under IICP is:  

 

i) To standardize the basis for calculating the beginning of each Islamic calendar 

month;  

 

ii) This basis to be imkane Ru’yah fil hilal or expected visibility of the new lunar 

crescent  

 

iii) Use of this information through the systematic use of International Lunar Date 
Lines ( ILDL) in determining sighting reports and the beginning of all months but in 

particular the months of Ramadhan, Shawwal and Dhul Hijjah.  
 

We need to implement ‘same expected visibility criterion' for every place or region  but 
simplified in usage with ikhtalafe matale sharia’ consideration. It is easy to ascertain 

sighting reports against moonset after sunset and expected visibility considerations ( 
OIC  Jeddah RESOLUTION, PENANG DECLARATION, Saudi Arabia Decree, 

Islamabad Resolution, Delhi Resolution, Comstech Pakistan Resolution 32- 83, 

Virginia Declaration, ..and many other  similar agreements over many years) with the 

help of global visibility ILDL data and regional calendar data using “one sighting 

sufficient for the region sharing same night” consideration ( refer to Islamic Lunar Date 

Line -- ILDL—plots ; inside the curve ).  

 

Alhamdolillah with the re-affirmation of moonset after sunset  as a minimum basis in 

the Middle East region after many years of work by individuals in these regions helps 

us greatly in moving towards our objective and moving to the positive half of the ‘fan 

of criterion range’ involving a family of about 50 different versions. We can all be 

proud and grateful to Allah for making this progress possible. I should think that about 

70% of our task is done in approaching the convergence of the criterion. I have done a 

quick sketch on the broad progress in a schematic way which is shown below ( a better 
version to be done). The last column’s green is the target we like to reach inshaAllah. 

This also means that some regions are using delayed sighting of sorts which needs to be 
worked on.  
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 Personal use only: Pls. do not cite this picture until we produce a better version 
 

                                               Needs convergence 
 

 
  

 
Key  blue colour : progression of criterion in use with time 

          een colour  between red and blue at the end left side need to narrow the        

criterion use globally  

 

   The above part of criteria needs our attention in the coming years to bring it to 

converge on green part in the red section at the right side. 

 

 

                                                           OUT 

 
 

Key  blue colour : progression of criterion in use with time 

          Red colour : series of wrong criteriona being abandoned   through education 

          This set of wrong criteria have been put in to the history, alhamdolillah. 
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There is some confusion because some people are presenting presenting slightly altered 

forms of the basic physics based ‘altitude-azimuth’ (or its other forms) criterion by 

tinkering some minor adjustments and putting numerous zones. This micro tuning is 

generally undesirable and unnecessary since the practical use of the criterion on global 

scale, in view of sharia’ consideration mentioned above, makes things much simpler.  

 

Accordingly, a criterion and resultant ILDL are a good starting point for practical 
simplification for a  unified calendar as illustrated through these dispaches. There have 

also been some visibility zones added based on optical aids although there is very little 
physical basis and limited localized observations and the Sharis ‘s ikhtalafe Matale 

takes care of much of this. In any case optical aids have marginal effect due to moon 
being an extended object we could achieve much of this by using a long hollow tube to 

observe the new crescent which provide focus and cut outside distraction. 
 

Some extracts on technical aspects are incorporated to respond to many queries which I 

have received but have been unable to respond to them individually. The best course of 

action is for individuals to get hold of the publications and skim through. The key 

publications are given exposure in the following input for such action. 

 

Alhamdolillah, the Arabic book project had been successfully completed thanks to a 

dedicated group of people in Saudi Arabia. Another book is being positioned for the 

same. There are several activities which are being acted upon in consultation with 

specific regional/ national groups. 

 

I like to thank you all for your dedicated contribution towards the success of this 

programme via education, transmission and implementation efforts and I look forward 

to further input on this.  
 

Wassalam 
 

Dr Mohammad Ilyas, IICP 

 

==================================== 
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       A S Noordeen, Kuala Lumpur 

(asnoordeen@yahoo.com) 

 

  

    Pakistan academy of sciences , Islamabad ( "Qurashi -G 

Shabir" <g_shabir05@yahoo.com> 
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   Dewan bahasa dan Pustaka, kuala Lumpur 

 

 

      AlMoayyad Publishing, Riyadh 
(abdulelah@almoayyad.com) 

 

 

 

     Pakistan Academy sciences, Islamabad (" Qurashi - G 

Shabir" <g_shabir05@yahoo.com> 

 

 

Astronomy of Islamic calendar and translations including recent Arabic version 

pubished by Darul Muayyad in Riyadh ( Saudi Arabia) and recent 21 year 
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calendar  which is also going through translation exercise. These books may be 

obtained directly from publishers for local use.  

 

        
 

 

 

 

 

The evolution of criterion and global visibility of the new crescent moon forming 

the basis of ILDL during last 3000 years including theoretical physics and    

observations           
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The evolution of criterion and global visibility of the new  moon forming the basis 

of ILDL during last 3000 years including theoretical physics and   observation           
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We must  remember that the expected visibility for a particular month using the chart 

above can be easily ascertained by noting the marked date on the particular line: for 

example the line marked Z (zulhijjah) shows that the new moon is expected to be visible 

in the zone inside the curve—southern part of Africa and south American region on the 

evening of 17 November ( close to the situation for Shawwal moon on 19 september 

evening) 
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 It is up to the local organizations to decide whether to use local sighting only at  their 
place or use it at national or regional level in starting the key months like Ramadhan 

but refer to the ILDL plots for better reflection and clarity. OIC  and other Resolutions 
clearly state the need for ascertaining sighting reports in an irrefutable way. 

                            

 

      
                            


